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MOSSVILLE INFORMER 
Environmental Health Assessment Fair & 

Youth Organizing 
By Gail Garrett 

The Health Fair was held 
August 17.  It was a great 
success.  We had more the 
45 persons to attend.  There 
were over 35 who got their 
blood drawn.  Wilma Subra, 
our scientist, had a station 
set up where she showed 
each person individually 
about the chemicals and 
what part of the body was 
affected by them. There was 
an environmental health 
history that was taken and 
the doctors went over the 
form with each person.   

That night a pizza party was 

held for the youth, the turn 
out was great.  They played 
games and were given a 
brief history of M.E.A.N., 
they were also told about 
things they could do to help, 
and some of the things other 
youth were involved in.  The 
youth seemed very inter -
ested in becoming part of 
M.E.A.N.  

Two weeks later there was a 
follow-up session where 
people came and got the 
results from the blood 
draw.  Dr.Mark Mitchell from 
Handford, CT. went over the 

. results of the tests with everyone that 
needed help understanding their results.   
Dr. Mitchell and Mrs. Surba discussed 
the tests with the group. They asked 
some general questions to see what 
information attendees needed so they 
could bring it back to the group.  Mrs. 
Subra also talked about some of the  
toxic releases we have experienced. 
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The Encuentro was held Sept. 
26th-29th in Albaquerque New Mexico. 
Those in attendance from M.E.A.N. were 
Gail Garrett, and Christine and Delma 
Bennett.  The session was about the 
struggle to get rid of toxics around the 
world.  Toxic chemicals have been per- 
mitted to be released and stored and or 
disposed of in millions of tons, primarily 
in communities of color.  Most recent 
science has proven what many 
Community Leaders have known, that 
these toxic chemicals are responsible for 
the disproportionate illness and death in 
communities of color and the poor.  
 
At the Encuentro, sponsored by the new 
EJ Health Alliance, we discussed about 

things we could do to reduce toxic releases, 
but it will take time and a lot of personal 
work, but it can be done.    
The host group took us to a community that 
grows and makes organic products.  We did 
hands on work, helping in the organic 
gardens and making organic soaps. 
 
There was a brief discussion about a Couch 
Study that is going on.  The results will be 
released later this month.  They are 
investigating flame retardant chemicals, such 
as, TRIS, in couches. TRIS is a known 
carcinogen.  TRIS is being used as a flame 
retardant chemical to replace chemicals that 
have been banned because of their links to 
neurological problems, infertility and cancer. 

New Mexico Environmental Justice Encuentro 

In June this year MEAB and residents of Mossville met with Sanford Phillips, Assistant Secretary of 
Louisiana Department of Enviromental Quality, to discuss the renewal of the ambient air permit tha 
the local Georgia Gulf plant had applied for.  

Sanford Phillips described himself as the “permit signer” and said he decides whether a new ambient 
air permit is issued.  Residents’ question was why Georgia Gulf had been allowed to operate while 
releasing toxic chemicls in exceedence of ambient air regulations?  This practice has been going on for 
the past six years. 

Mr. Phillips indicated that he did not know that Mossville residents still lived in the area described as 
“the forested area” and as “uninhabited.”   

Sanford Phillips agreed to find out what can be done to address this problem as LDEQ considers 
Georgia Gulf’s draft ambient air permit request.  He promised to reconvene a follow-up meeting to 
present the results of his evaluation prior to making a final permit decision. 

June 12 Meeting with LDEQ 

Continued… 

By Gail Garrett 

By Dorothy Felix 
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MEAN has been awarded a 
grant from the Environmental Protection 
Agency that will help to continue our fight for 
environmental justice.  It provides for training 
of community residents and to build their 
awareness of health problems that exist in the 
community caused by industrial toxins and 
chemicals released in the area.   

This grant also provides for youth to receive 
training and education about risks in living so 
close to industry as well as what effect 
chemicals have on our community. 

MEAN has developed an innovative training 
for physicians and health professionals in 
identifying chemical exposures Mossville 
residents may have experienced.  These 
trainings are also being offered through the 
EPA grant. 

After 3 months no follow up meeting has taken place  
 

On September 13, 2012 MEAN filed suit against LDEQ 
 

 

Mossville Environmental Action Now, Inc. filed a lawsuit against the Louisiana Department 
of Environmental Quality for issuing an air permit that exempts the Georgia Gulf Lake 
Charles, LLC vinyl facility from compliance with the Louisiana Ambient Air Standards. 

The central issue in the lawsuit is whether the LDEQ’s permit decision is authorized by 
Louisiana’s Ambient Air Standard Requirements.  The regulation generally prohibits ca 
company from releasing any pollutant that exceeds an ambient air standard.  MEAN believes 
LDEQ is violating it’s own rules in issuing an air permit to Georgia Gulf. 

MEAN Awarded An EPA EJ Grant 

Dr. Mark Mitchell and Wilma Subra (right) 
presenting to doctors at SWLA Clinic 

By Dorothy Felix 
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650 PRATER ROAD 
WESTLAKE, LA  70669 

Mossville Environmental Action Now, Inc. is a nonprofit organization working for more than 30 years on behalf of the residents of Mossville, 

Louisiana on multiple fronts: advocating for environmental justice, educating residents about the health and environmental impacts of toxic 

pollution; compelling federal and state environmental agencies to enforce human rights laws, and advocating for health services, relocation and 
pollution reduction to improve the lives and health of residents. 

December 21: Community Party and (short) Workshop with 
Adults: Reading Chemical Emergency Release Forms, Time to 

be announced 

December 22: Day-Long Youth Training: Mapmaking and 
Understanding Dangerous Chemicals. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

All events at Mt. Zion Baptist Church 

Youth Training and Community Christmas Party 


